TT® OMS

The most advanced technology delivering a more cost-effective order management system for FCMs and brokers

**INTEGRATED**
Order management seamlessly integrated with best-of-breed execution, all delivered with no long-term financial commitment via the software-as-a-service (SaaS) model.

**OPEN PLATFORM**
Accepts order flow from any EMS, OMS or algo provider via FIX and routes out to a multitude of colocated exchanges, private liquidity pools, bank networks or third-party systems.

**ORDER MANAGEMENT**
High-touch workflows provide brokers complete flexibility across multiple execution desks to accept, manage and execute orders as they see fit and to conduct post-trade confirmations and allocations.

**REPORTING**
Data storage and access facilitate queries, analysis and customer reporting as well as regulatory reporting and other compliance needs.

**KEY FEATURES**

**FIX Services**
Easily integrate FIX clients, OMS/EMS platforms, and middle and back office systems.

**Global Order Book**
Control the visibility of customer orders and pass ownership to another user, group or desk.

**Care Orders**
Claim and execute staged orders with a variety of advanced care order functionality, including stitching, splitting and bulking.

**Execution Tools**
Leverage ADL®, Autospreader®, TT Order Types, broker algos and third-party algos for superior execution on dozens of colocated exchanges worldwide.

**Symbology**
Out-of-the-box symbology simplifies integration, or use our simple mapping tool.

**FIX Routing**
Route orders via TT FIX Gateway to any number of destinations, including bank networks, private liquidity pools and third-party systems.

**Allocations**
Provide pre-trade allocation instructions or leverage a variety of post-trade methodologies.

**Reporting**
Provide customers with summary and/or detailed order and fill activity in various formats with robust, in-app reporting tools or via direct database access.
CONTACT TT

Contact your local Trading Technologies representative or email sales@tradingtechnologies.com to learn more about TT OMS and the TT platform.